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4.3 Convoluted neural networks: 
      General idea 

See Golan, R: DeepCADe: A Deep Learning 
Architecture for the Detection of Lung Nodules in CT 
Scans, PhD thesis, CS Department, UofC, 2017 
}  Have the usual layered (definitely with hidden layers) 

network architecture, but add to it initial smaller 
networks that combine some of the input features 
using so-called feature maps (playing a similar role as 
kernel functions in SVMs). 

}  Those maps depend on the application and we have a 
lot of success for image classification and speech 
recognition 
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

Basic unit: a node that has weighted links going in and 
weighted links going out: 
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xij = fact(xi-1,1*wi-1,1,j,…,xi-1,ni-1*wi-1,ni-1,j)!

Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

Nodes are grouped in layers: 
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

The overall structure of a convolutional neural network 
is: 
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same color = same map, 
different input nodes 

pooling 
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

}  each feature map is created by a kernel that “slides” 
over input vector using a feature sub-vector creating 
an “inner feature” for each sub-vector; 
same feature is used in several sub-vectors 

}  pooling nodes combine a group of inner features into 
a single value (a new inner feature) 

}  feature map layer followed by pooling layer can be 
repeated: output of one such pair is input for next  
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

Activation functions fact for node in: 
convolution layer of a feature map:  
   feature sub-vector: x1,...,xq  ; kernel: k1,...,kq 

   inner feature = Σi=1
q xiki 

max pooling layer: maximum value in input vector 
fully connected layer (examples):  
          z = xi-1,1*wi-1,1,j+...+xi-1,ni-1*wi-1,ni-1,j  
  logistic sigmoid: sig(z) = 1/ (1+e-z) 
  rectified linear unit: ReLU(z) = max (0,z) 
  hyperbolic tangent: tanh(z) = (1-e-2z)/(1+e-2z)    
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Learning phase: 
What or whom to learn from 

We learn from examples that usually are represented as 
(numerical) feature vectors with the class they belong 
to: 

 ex1:  (val11 ,..., val1n,cl1) 
      ... 

 exk:  (valk1 ,..., valkn,clk) 
Each feature is assigned an input node, each class is 
(usually) represented by an output node. 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method 

We learn by updating the weights of the links in the 
network. The output of the current network for one or 
several (a batch) training examples is compared with the 
expected output for those examples (the clis transformed 
into a vector (out1,...,outk) such that all outi = 0, except the 
outj representing the particular cli) and fed into a loss 
function. Its results are then given to a function flearn that 
(over time) tries to minimize the classification error of the 
network by adjusting the weights. This is done either until 
no improvement is possible anymore or until we have gone 
a given number of times through all the training examples 
(i.e. a given number of epochs).  
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

An often used example of flearn is backpropagation: 
Let diffend,i = xend,i - outi , Δend-j,p,i = 0 (f.a. j,p,i) 
Recursively define diffend-j,i by 
 diffend-j,i = Σp=1ddiffend-(j-1),p/d(xend-j,i * wend-j,p.i) 
(accomplishing a distribution of the loss over the 
network nodes via the gradients) 
 Δend-j,p,i = Δend-j,p,i + xend-j,i* diffend-j+1,i   (f.a p) 
(prepares the update of the weights) 
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

flearn uses the Δ-values to compute  
  Dj,p.i = 1/m * Δj,p.i+ λwj,p.i  (f.a i,j,p) 
and updates the weights by 
  wj,p.i  = wj,p.i  - αDj,p.i  
α(learning factor, determines the “speed” of the 
learning) and λ (regularization factor, punishes high 
value weights) are parameters. 
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Application phase: 
How to detect applicable knowledge 

By simply feeding the input vector to classify to the 
network.  
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Application phase: 
How to apply knowledge 

By simply feeding the input vector to classify to the 
network and selecting the class represented by the 
output node with highest value.  
There is no distinction between detecting applicable 
knowledge and applying it. 
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Application phase: 
Detect/deal with misleading knowledge 

If a user is not happy with the result of the network, 
the set of training examples need to be extended with 
the misclassified examples (with correct classification) 
and the network needs to be retrained. 
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General questions: 
Generalize/detect similarities? 

In theory, if the network is not overfitting, then it 
represents a generalization of the training examples.  
There is no assumption that the features of training 
examples of the same class have to be somewhat 
similar (in contrast to some other learning approaches). 
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General questions: 
Dealing with knowledge from other sources 

There is not exactly an easy way to include knowledge 
from other sources, except via selecting parameters (as 
usual). 
But in order to use feature maps, some knowledge 
about the application is needed to suggest feature 
combinations that should be fed into these maps. 
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Example? 

For convolutional neural networks: no! Much too time 
consuming! 
Look at the perceptron example from the AI course to 
get an idea what is going on in a much simpler case. 
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Pros and cons 

✚ highly successful in classifying sensory data (visual, 
audio, ...) 

✚ can make excellent use of GPUs 
-  new data always requires relearning 
-  a lot of parameters need to be chosen well, starting 

with the network structure 
-  no one really “understands” what is going on in the 

network 
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